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1 - Who VS. Who

Dusty:Hello people.I'm Dusty.I'm was a karate master.
But I retire.Not because I'm old because I'm starting a
family.Now I'm a Great-Great grandfather.Here Is the fight to win this year Master of karate.Sorry this Is
not a
not chao karate.This is differnt.Cody tell us what it is

~~Karate place~~
Cody:We are having the yearly VS.Like Siber vs Icy(Her cousin)I use to be a karate master too.But I loss
to Spooky.I will have pay back.The draw was made and this who go will VS.First of.We got Siber VS.
Aly.Aly is a dingo the was made but did not pass to make a forever
charactor.She was erase from poorly story and stuff like
that.next is Noname VS. John.Veronica VS. Rouge.Melody VS. Maria.Fang VS. Dangerboy.Shadow VS
Dark which is Shadow's bother.But when Aly was still
not erase.Dark was Shadow's sister.But now Shadow's
bother.Tails VS. Amy.Last is Sonic VS. Knuckles.Let see how this turn out.Keep reading.
Fang:I want my blaster gun
Dangerboy:And I want my magic shotgun
Cody:Okay they can have weapon because there small
Fang and Dangerboy:SMALL!!!!!!!*Attack Cody*

~~News place~~
Dusty:Okay people at home cheer for for your favorite
charactor.I'm cheering for everyone.Good luck.The battle begin in a few min after everyone get ready.I
wish
everyone good luck.



2 - Battle one and two

Cody:Welcome back.Today match is Siber VS. Aly
Siber's stat is.Very power attacks.Weapon.A bomb emerald.Weakness Have no weakness.
Aly stats is.Use heart and flower attack.Weapon.A heart blade.Weakness She can run as fast as
Sonic.She can't
run on beach and her power is lower then Siber
Now review the rules(Same as DragonballZ)
Siber:Long time no see.I going to win if it the last thing
I do
Aly:Be careful.*Smile*
Cody:Ready set FIGHT
Siber:Ready to lose *Throw a bomb emerald at Aly*
Aly:*cough*Heart attack
Siber:Your weakness is so poorly.*Power punch Aly*
Aly:Flower petal attack
Siber:Lame*Fireball spindash at Aly*
Aly:Heart blade attack
Siber:Your worst then ever*Throw Aly on the ground*
Aly:Siber got tougher
Cody:1..2..3..4..5..Aly lost.Siber win
Siber:The strongest is the the one
Cody:Siber beat Aly in a new recorded 56 seacod.Next up is Noname VS. John.
Noname stats.Dog attack.Weapon his singing.Weakness.Can get beating with spindash.Slow to dorge.
John stats.John attack.Weapon.none.Weakness not very fast but not slow
Noname:Beware my rap music of doom
John:Shut up muttface.I win this
Cody:Ready set FIGHT
Noname:Bone attack
John:Spindash
Noname:Thats hurt.hmmm got it.*Sings rap music*
John:AHHHHHHHHHH THE MUSIC HURTS
Noname:*Sing rap music very loud*
John:AAAHHHHHHH.THE RAP MUSIC
Noname:*Sings very loud*
John:I GIVE I GIVE JUST STOP THAT MUSIC
Noname:My rap never fails
Cody:John lose.Noname wins
Noname:Go me.Go me Go me.The power of RAP people
the power of RAP
Cody:We taking a break.Keep reading.





3 - Battle three and four

Cody:Welcome back to VS.Today match is Veronica VS.Rouge
Veronica stats is.Leaf and vines attack.Weapon:None Weakness.Her attack can be easily cut to
Rouge's stats.Kick attack.Weapon:None.Weakness poorly at running if her wing is hurt.
Veronica:Let see who will lose.I bet it you
Rouge:You never going to beat a jewel master
Cody:Ready set FIGHT
Veronica:Vine attack
Rouge:Great I go a vine on my leg
Veronica:Leaf attack
Rouge:Screw dive
Veronica:AHHHHHHHhhhh
Rouge:Kick attack
Veronica:Uh no the end of the ring
Rouge ready to be beat*Kicks Veronica off the ring*
Cody:Rouge wins.Veronica lose
Rouge:Your so weak
Veronica:You just got lucky
Cody:Nexts up is Melody VS. Maria
Melody stats:Music attack.Weapon.none weakness four tails make her go to slow
Maria stats.Diamond attack.Weapon.Rap music weakness unknown
Melody:I winning this for Tails
Maria:I'm going to win for John
Melody:Notes attack
Maria:Diamond attack
Melody:Heaven music
Maria:That was powerful.But not powerful.Rap music*Sing rap music*
Melody:Thats the most horror music
Tails:Melody hung on there
Melody:I will Tails.Heart music
Maria:*Sings rap music louder*
Melody:Sorry Tails.I give up
Maria:YES.I won
Cody:Maria won.Melody lose
Melody:I lose Tails.I really want to win for you
Tails:You try thats matter
Melody:Tails*Hug Tails*
Tails:*Blush*
Melody:Good match Maria.Hope you win for John
Maria:Good match too.Train harder and you win next year
Melody:I will
Cody:We be taking a break.See you soon
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